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What is the problem?

What makes for effective collaboration in 

guiding decisions (policy and practice) 

about contested natural resources?
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What is the solution?

1. Learn from practitioners

Immersive and dialogical study with those who play a direct role 

in attempting to make collaboration happen

Application of social practice theory* (augmented) –
materiality, competence, meaning and history
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* Shove, E., Pantzar, M., & Watson, M. 

(2012). The dynamics of social practice: 

Everyday life and how it changes. Sage 

publications.



What is the solution?

2. Enabling collaborative practice
Practical model of key variables

Framework for ‘critical collaboration’

Four related papers:

➢ Enabling collaborative practice: a practical model

➢ Interpreting practice: producing practical wisdom from 

qualitative study of practitioner experience

➢ Helping science take root: addressing the influence of 

context on science impact and scaling

➢ Transformation Is ‘Experienced, Not Delivered’: Insights 
from Grounding the Discourse in Practice to Inform Policy 

and Theory@OurLandandWater

#OLW2019



Practical model of critical variables
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In peer review for publication: subject to changeourlandandwater.nz/collab-variables



Framework for Critical Collaboration
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Who is using the research to make a 

difference?

Early indications and active dissemination:

o Regional council decision-makers

o Department of Conservation

o Designers and facilitators of collaborative processes

o Evaluators of collaborative processes

o Stakeholders considering or participating in 

collaborative processes
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How is it building towards the Our Land 

and Water goal?

o Land and water has special but differing significance for 
communities

o How we think about land and water, and about land and 
water ‘problems’ shapes decision-making and leads to 
conflict

o Collaborative processes provide a powerful pathway for 
working with diverse values, perspectives and ‘competing’ 
solutions

o Understanding the experience of attempting and sustaining 
collaborative process will support future collaboration to be 
effective, efficient and meaningful – and therefore:

o Help “to preserve the most fundamental treasures of our 

country – our land, water and associated ecosystems – while 

producing economic value from those same treasures”
@OurLandandWater
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